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New Solutions for New Problems

GRID architects is a 70
strong practice based
in London’s Bankside
next to the Tate Modern
on the Thames. With an
expertise and proven
track record in large
and complex city centre
developments we take
projects from concept to
construction and interior
fit-out.
We have experience in dealing with
the legislative systems required
to obtain successful planning
permissions and, with a commitment
to BIM and ISO 9001 management
systems, we have an enviable
legacy of well-built projects. Many
practices grow apart over the
years as the founders’ views and
aspirations change, but GRID’s
founders gravitated together through
the belief that great housing and
commercial developments are
not contrary to, but a vital part of,
the creation of great architecture.
Formed over 6 years ago by people
who had, at that time, worked
together for over a decade, our

2009
innovative, collaborative structure
has allowed us to reflect the
demands within the industry and the
aspirations of our clients.
We need more and better housing,
new and more sustainable places to
live and work, aspirational responses
to higher densities, and fresh and
exciting solutions to new problems.
And GRID are specialists in high
density, residential led, mixed use
sector, where development can
not only create buildings but vital
parts of our cities. Many architects
do residential projects - but there
are only a handful of residential
architects; those who are dedicated
to the advancement of the quality
of the places we live. A practice
that recognises the architect as
a specialist, and not a general
practitioner, can more effectively
create procedures and structures
that encourage excellence and can
invest in research in the sector.
GRID’s architects have been at
the forefront of developments in
residential design for nearly 20
years, from the first high density
Westminster development of this
generation, the new urban quarter of

2011
Brewery Square in Islington (winner
if 11 awards) and the record valuegenerator Super Luxury enclave
of Montrose Place which set new
standards of specification. Added
to all tenures of housing we are now
a significant provider of Build to Rent
( PRS ) design, and a knowledge
base for market new comers, with
major high density developments
just completing on site.
Our skills encompass all the
requirements of a mixed use
including retail, workspace and
hotel accommodation. We develop
commissions from masterplan
to interior design and we have
dedicated departments for specific
tasks.
Affordable Housing
Private for Sale
Private Rental Sector
Masterplanning
Housing Typologies
Interior Design and Space
Planning
While we continue to build on our
legacy. Our successful approach
has led us into urban design
commissions and into applying our

2014
understanding of people and places
to sustainable urban extensions,
hotels & resorts, workplaces and
even corporate HQs.
Our confirmed view that architecture
is both pragmatic, flexible and, most
of all, human, has separated us
from practices who see buildings
as a personal stylistic statement.
Every aspect of the process matters
from the moment we hand over a
business card to the completion of
a building on site. And every aspect
of a building matters from its location
on a masterplan to the touch and
feel of a door handle. Which is why
we have masterplanners at one end
of the studio - and interior architects
at the other. A very simple approach
to deliver very complex projects.
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Project Legacy
PRE - 2009

MONTROSE PLACE

REGIONAL HQ

Awards

BREWERY SQUARE

formed

GREEN STREET

First
employees

Move to
Bankside

INDESCON COURT

Appointed on Archway
Tower first PRS
development

ST GEORGE STREET

Win Wembley
competition for Quintain

DRISCOLL HOUSE

Represented Berkeley
Group for Westminster
Framework

60 Putney High Street, Wandsworth WAF 2015
Finalist
190 Strand, Westminster WAF 2015 Finalist
Honeypot Lane, Stanmore - Brick Development
Award 2014 - Shortlisted // The Sunday Times
British Home Awards 2014 - Commended // Harrow
Heritage Trust, Architectural and Environmental
Awards 2012 // 2011 Housing Design Awards, Short
Listed Completed Scheme // Building for Life - Gold
Award 2010 // Harrow Heritage Architectural and
Environment Awards 2010 // 2008 Housing Design
Awards - Short Listed Project Scheme

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

PENTONVILLE ROAD

Represented Bellway for
GLA Framework
Start construction of
Nine Elms

2014

ST PAUL’S BUILDINGS

BENNETT STREET

Represented
British Land for TFL
Framework

2015

2016

MARINE WHARF

190 STRAND,
Commence

ROMAN HOUSE,
Consented

ROOFTOP STUDIO,
Completed

THE SHELL CENTRE,
Competition Win

EMERALD GARDENS,
On site

AVENUE ROAD,
Consented

ARCHWAY TOWER,
Completed

LONDON ROAD,
TWICKENHAM

CHENIL HOUSE,
Consented

NORTHERN GATEWAY
DARTFORD

70 HORSEFERRY ROAD
Consent

WOOD WHARF,
Competition Win

PUTNEY HIGH STREET

AMEX HOUSE

BARKING

MONTROSE House,
Completed

LANDATA HOUSE,
Consented

SEVEN SISTERS

NINE ELMS,
Competition Win

YORK ROAD

PARSONS TOWER

WESTBOURNE PARK
CHURCH

KIDDERPORE AVENUE

STANMORE PLACE

OVAL GASWORKS

WORLD HEARTBEAT

LONDON CHEST
HOSPITAL

Marine Wharf, Lewisham The Sunday Times British
Home Awards 2014 Commended
Brewery Square, Clerkenwell - CABE/Civic Trust/
HBF Building For Life Gold Standard Award // 2004
Housing Design Awards Best Housing Design
Runner Up // 2004 Housing Design Award Best
Housing Development by a Volume House Builder
// Islington Council Lifetime Home Award // Building
Magazine 2004 Urban Housing Development of the
Year // Mail on Sunday National Home Builder Design
Awards: Best Apartment Building Winner // Building
Homes Quality Awards - Best Urban Housing
Development Winner // What House? Awards 2004
- Best Development Bronze Award // Daily Telegraph
Housing Award Winner 2004 - Best Development //
Evening Standard Award 2003 - Best Exterior // CDA
Copper In Architecture Award 2003 - Architectural
Design Winner // What House Award - Best Exterior
Design
Montrose Place, Westminster - Civic Trust Award
2008 Commendation // 2008 Housing Design
Awards Short Listed Completed Project // Stone
Federation Natural Stone Craftsmanship Award 2008
(with Andy Goldsworthy) // 2008 Housing Design
Awards Short Listed Project Scheme
Indescon Court, Isle of Dogs 2008 Design Awards
Short Listed Project Scheme
St Paul’s Buildings, Clerkenwell - 2005 Housing
Design Awards Short Listed Completed Project
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EMERALD
GARDENS
BRENT, LONDON

Wembley Northern Lands is one of London’s biggest
opportunity areas and is seeing the fruition of thousands of
dwellings and student residences next to hotels and new
businesses. GRID’s competition winning perimeter block
creates new enclosed and robust streets yet contains a one
acre private garden for the benefit of the residents.
There are many phases within the
development and many cores for
affordable tenures and private rental
sector apartments. Each residential
building has a street entrance and a
second access from the central garden.
A super lobby becomes the ceremonial
front door but there is a second garden
entrance from a new pocket park, also
designed by GRID. The garden is, in
effect, a deck over a surface car park;
part green and part water with the
middle third containing trees densely
planted into subsoil.

The modulation of the mass is a
response to the overall masterplan,
by RRP and MAKE. But whereas the
framework proposed three finger blocks,
the GRID solution involved removing the
middle block to allow more space, and
put more height in two opposing towers.
GRID was the only team in the limited
competition to propose amendments
to the framework. The predominant
material is brick in three related colours,
essential for this scale of the project.
The architecture varies depending
on its location - robust for the street,
more civic for the Town Hall facing
facades, and taller, more slender tower
proportions when viewed at distance.

CLIENT
Quintain
QUANTUM
475 dwellings, Retail
PROJECT STATUS
Completed
TEAM
Structure Engineer: Campbell Reith
M&E: Foreman Roberts consulting LTD
Transport: i-Transport LLP
Contractor: John SISK and Sons LTD
Cost Consultant: Tower 8
Original Masterplan

GRID Proposed
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Aerial view with Wembley Arena behind

CGI: Glowfrog

The central one acre garden

CGI: Visualisation One
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Photograph by Morley von Sternberg
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Photographs by Morley von Sternberg
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Photographs by Morley von Sternberg
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PUTNEY HIGH
STREET
WANDSWORTH, LONDON

Located on an island site on Putney High Street, this project is
an example of how to regenerate both high street architecture
and activities with people living above new, high quality retail
space. Key to the proposal is a new public square to the side
and rear of the site which supports the vibrant high street with
quieter, more sociable spaces.
Putney High Street is the most linear
of linear urban forms and its narrow,
enclosed road is a challenge for
pedestrians and vehicles alike. The
solution brings forth a mixed-use
typology that injects space for high
quality retailers at lower floors and new
flats above - a new twist in the flats
above shops tradition which was once a
great supplier of homes in London.
Retail will provide activity at high
street level in a large floor plan that
accommodates large national tenants
yet with small local traders to the side
streets. The built form at first floor and
above is a perimeter development
with flats looking into a courtyard. The
demands of clear retail floor plates and

high quality residential amenity can coexist by horizontal segregation, providing
that there is a residential address that is
not stuck between shopfronts on a busy
high street nor pushed to a secondary
address to the rear. By locating the
residential entrance to the new public
square, remote from the High Street,
it benefits from an open landscaped
public square and an “address” essential
for values. Residents transfer through
a double height entrance hall to the
first floor where horizontal movement
is across a courtyard to the residential
cores. This procession is carefully
designed as a series of experiences of
double height spaces and a colonnaded
garden.

CLIENT
British Land
QUANTUM
97 Flats, 4,100 sqm Retail
PROJECT STATUS
Consented
TEAM
Structure Engineer: Robert Bird Group
M&E: Meinhardt Group
Transport: WSP
Cost Consultant: Aecom
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The new square with cafes and
restaurants and the residential entrance
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YORK ROAD
WANDSWORTH, LONDON

The York Road project is a new angle on an old typology –
rather than living accommodation above a retail base there is
a three storey Volkswagen garage and showroom. Named the
Podium, the automotive accommodation forms just that - a
giant podium - and the residential courtyard starts at level
three.
As the location of a car showroom would
suggest, the site is on a heavy trafficked
route in South London, so the elevated
living accommodation is an ideal solution
sitting above traffic noise and with views
to the river. One of many large projects in
Wandsworth being developed by GRID,
the Podium is a collection of forms
carefully arranged to allow penetration
of light and views between blocks. This
‘village’ of forms is a lose interpretation
of James Stirling compositions like Tokyo
International Forum, but in a simple
urban architecture to mediate between
recent over exuberant neighbours.

Two tall and two smaller slabs sit on the
podium and the resultant garden space
frames views of London. While the height
is limited the forms of the taller elements
are carefully stepped to create a skyline.
Public realm forms an important part
of this and all our projects and extends
outside the site ownership to bring order
and improvement to surrounding roads.
GRID is also working on a surrounding
masterplan for Wandsworth with several
other architects.

CLIENT
Linden Homes
QUANTUM
192 Apartments, 3,500 m sq B2
PROJECT STATUS
Consented
TEAM
Structure Engineer: Ridge
M&E: Vector Design
Transport: Transport Planning Practice
Landscape: Fabrik
Contractor: Galliford Try Partnership
CGI: Rock Hunter
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STANMORE
PLACE
HARROW, LONDON

High density but low impact in the suburbs; Stanmore Place
has created a new 20 acre neighbourhood for Harrow, with
a legible street typology, large courtyard amenity areas and
green outlook on all sides. It is a truly mixed use scheme,
with businesses and retail fully integrated into the residential
development and retail benefiting from both.
The site was characterised by the huge
number of complex issues including;
flooding, access, boundaries with
industrial land and the adjacent railway.
The masterplan plan form is a response
to connections and movement across
the site. A number of character spaces
use an urban pattern language of
avenue, crescent and waterside, each
with a limited palette of forms to create
great places to live. Over 800 dwellings
are planned of which 57 are large
affordable houses. The sustainability
credentials for the residential led, mixed
use masterplan extends to the houses
and flats with 4 storey construction,
timber framing, no basements, no spoil
taken from site, and little dedicated
parking. The site also includes
‘incubation’ work space, convenience
retail to reduce car trips, and flooding
attenuation in the form of a lake. The
car park is in a lightweight car storage
building which can take as many or as
few cars as required – enlarge it or even
get rid of it – and it is built on buffer land

that could not be used for housing.
Putting cars in a centralised building is
itself a discouragement to car use and
the land let up by not having surface car
spaces can be developed for housing,
parks and gardens.
Progress on site has been steady
through the last 5 years and the final
phases are commencing in 2015.
Detailing has developed through the
phases to reflect the most economic
construction at the time with timber
framing and loadbearing masonry giving
way to metal framing in some phases.
The brick supply has also changed
which artificially patinate the character of
the development and helps it feel like a
piece of town - and not a development.
The green spaces are also extensive.
While other design teams have been
brought in to deliver some phases. GRID
will oversee the project until the end and
delivered the first phases and the central
courtyards, car storage and new street
connections.

Photograph by Morley von Sternberg

CLIENT
St. Edward Homes
QUANTUM
816 Dwellings, 8,000 sqm B1,
Retail, Car Storage
PROJECT STATUS
Completed
TEAM
Structural Engineer: RSK
M&E Engineer: Mott MacDonald
Planning Consultants: Turley Associates
Landscape Architect: Fabrik
Contractor: St Edwards Homes
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Typical slice through the development.
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BREWERY
SQUARE
ISLINGTON, LONDON

Brewery Square is the winner of 11 awards for design and
place making and one of the first recipients of the Building for
Life Gold Standard.
‘Brewery Square shows how intelligent development can enhance a
neighbourhood in many different ways’
CABE.
Located on the approach to London’s
historic Smithfield Market, Brewery
Square is part of a larger masterplan
by GML Architects and Erik van
Egaraat. While part of former Hamilton
Associates, we were commissioned to
design the largest plot on the site for
residential and retail use with associated
public realm.
The massing and architecture is a
response to the masterplan, which is a
European perimeter block with direct
connections to pedestrian routes and a
strong juxtaposition of forms. Massing
and movement were handled carefully,
to ensure that permeability was active,
safe and connected with the urban
grain of the historic industrial area.
The architecture is robust and simple
enclosing a series of spaces with 6 and
9 storey blocks.

2008

Brewery Square was a very early
example of active frontages on a new
high density residential development with
full public realm to all sides, including
the public courtyard. The ground floor is
glazed to retail and workspaces, or brick
to residential entrances. Above there is
modular, offsite manufactured cladding
of copper and zinc panels in only three
panel types. The projecting glass boxes
facilitate larger apartments and are the
backbone of what has become a very
‘sociable’ development. Brewery Square
has been widely exhibited and published
as an exemplar scheme and has been
part of London Open House.

CLIENT
Berkeley Homes
QUANTUM
198 Private Apartments, 6 town houses, Retail
PROJECT STATUS
Complete
TEAM
Structure Engineer: Blythe & Blythe
M&E: Blythe & Blythe
Landscape: Eachus Huckson
Contractor: Berkeley
Cost: KHK
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View from St. Johns Street
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ARCHWAY
TOWER
ISLINGTON, LONDON

Archway Tower was a notorious, 17 storey, 1970s office
building located above Archway underground station.
GRID was appointed to assess redevelopment of the
tower for Private Rental Residential use and kick start
the regeneration of the Archway area. Change of use
was obtained through office to residential Permitted
Development.
The existing massing is composed of
three ‘slabs’ visibly sliding past each
other a classic slab block technique.
The cladding, to be replaced as part of
a detailed application, is fully glazed to
the wide east/west facades but the end
walls are of black concrete. To transform
foreboding mass, the end walls are to
be reclad in light, reflective, material and
the other facades are reclad in deep,
perforated aluminium coffers with floor to
ceiling glazing.
The coffers are used to present a light
coloured facets to all views and to catch
the eastern and western sun rather than
allow open views to glass which, being
dark, would show little improvement
over the criticised black glass of the
old façade. Here the glass is framed in
aluminium unitised cladding that contains

the natural ventilation openings behind
perforated panels. Working with the
existing structure is also complex as a
result of changing large compartment
office floor plates to flats, with additional
structure to pick up the loading of heavy
modern cladding.

Photograph by Morley von Sternberg

An enhanced and more visible entrance
hall to the corner of the site will enliven
the streetscape and help reduce the
adverse wind conditions. The greatest
change is to the roof top plant room
which becomes shared amenity space
and formed as a bronze box with double
height space and glass wall.The project
is on its final phase with fitting out being
completed for mid 2016. GRIDinside,
the practice’s interior architects group,
is developing the interior specifications
and details.

CLIENT
Essential Living
QUANTUM
118 Apartments
PROJECT STATUS
Completed
TEAM
Structure Engineer: Walsh Group
M&E: Grontmij
Cost Consultant / Employees : Arcadis
Construction Manager: McLaren
Project Manager: Capita

Photograph by Morley Von Sternberg
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The former plantroom is now the
rooftop communal amenity space
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Photographs by Morley von Sternberg
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PENTONVILLE
ROAD
ISLINGTON, LONDON

The commission to undertake a small mixed-use development
on a corner site in Islington, close to Kings Cross regeneration
area, was prefaced with the planning department’s vision for
a ‘jewel box’. This reflected the importance of the location on
Pentonville Road adjacent to a church and open grounds.
The proposal incorporated the same number of private and affordable flats as the
previous application by other architects, but with a greater net floor area and on one
less floor. The building form is a simple, profiled copper box on an engineering brick
plinth. Windows are detailed flush with the outside skin and cantilevered frameless
glass boxes projecting over the street.
The proposal included super-insulated façades and shading systems preventing the
need for air conditioning. Insulation and cladding made from recycled materials and
an integrated ventilation system also reduce energy requirements. Construction was
stopped on site when a neighbouring developer bought the land for a larger area
masterplan.
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MONTROSE
PLACE
WESTMINSTER, LONDON

Spanning two mews behind Grosvenor Place and Belgrave
Square, the initial analysis recognised the opportunity as ‘a
great location but a terrible site’. The site was ‘unlocked’ by
creating a new walled garden within which is one of London’s
best residential developments.
The ‘address’ is created by taking the
front doors off the mews and putting
them in a courtyard garden behind
a beautiful wall, designed by artist
Andrew Goldsworthy. An imposing and
heavy entrance gate sits in a portico
that punctures the slate wall and leads
to a colonnade that dissects the city
block to link the two mews. The living
accommodation is situated around
a floating garden, and above the
colonnade rises a simple background
architecture (a big box), in front of which
project ‘floating walls’ of loadbearing
stone. Between the two are located
balconies, glass boxes and terraces.

The approach to the architecture is
driven by the material - a loadbearing
limestone with 3 mm joints. This
gives the simple language quality
and substance while co-ordination of
elements is controlled by a modular
proportioning system. The result
is seamless detailing and a calm,
effortlessness to what is a very
complex building. The detailing of
the interiors is equally controlled with
carefully concealed services and home
automation.

CLIENT
Grosvenor and Native Land
QUANTUM
18 private apartments, 9 affordable
PROJECT STATUS
Complete
TEAM
Structural Engineer: Cameron Taylor
M&E: AYH
Contractor: Sir Robert Mc Alpines
Interior Designers dressing: Fox Linton / Helen
Green
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100 AVENUE
ROAD
CAMDEN, LONDON

Occupying an island site adjacent to a public open space,
this controversial proposal has been praised and supported
by Design Council CABE, GLA and Camden’s planning
department. The complex brief included private, affordable
and rental sector residential, retail, an independent community
building and a new underground station access. The result is a
24 storey tower and a 5 and 7 storey mixed-use terrace which
addresses the open space and a revitalised street scape.
The current office building on site,
which is located above Swiss Cottage
Underground station, has no active
frontages, no level access and few
entrances resulting in a poor quality
environment between public buildings
to the south and theatres to the north.
The replacement has to be the catalyst
for connecting public functions with
new activities at ground floor and
reinforcing the pedestrian routes with
improved and extended quality public
realm. The new tower, to the north of
the site and accommodating only rented
accommodation, is a free standing
element and accommodates which
address the market square and the

famous Hampstead Theatre. At the
top of the tower is shared indoor and
outdoor amenity space with views over
London.
The architecture is of framed concrete
and terracotta precast elements with
large balconies and winter gardens.
The lower and higher buildings vary
slightly in their use of materials. The
completed building will meet the highest
environmental standards with triple
glazing, super insulation, a CHP Plant
and renewable energy sources all within
the site boundary. Car club and electric
charging points are located within the
existing basement.

CLIENT
Essential Living
QUANTUM
184 dwellings, Retail, Education Building
PROJECT STATUS
Planning
TEAM
Structural Engineer: AECOM
M&E: AECOM
Transport: Vectos
Planning Consultant: Turley
Landscape: Camlins
CGI: DBOX
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HORNSEY
DEPOT
HARINGEY, LONDON

The site has an historic connection with water works and
water provision including a Victorian public baths the remains
of which are still on site. The new urban design strategy
provides maximum residential capacity and retail opportunity
underpinned by improved pedestrian permeability - not
possible with the former enclosed water works.
The Hornsey Depot redevelopment
is in two distinct parcels; a 3-8 storey
courtyard residential building and a
mixed use perimeter block over a single
storey Sainsbury’s food store. The
proposal will deliver 438 private and
affordable dwellings, 3,700 sqm of retail,
and private and retail car parking. Three
areas of architectural character have
been established by the location: High
Street, The Moselle Quarter and Hornsey
Gardens. All three parcels incorporate
a simple London brick architectural
language combined with a material
palette of contrasting colours and high
quality metals. A memory of the winding
River Moselle can be seen in the metal
work design for balconies.

Access to the residential areas above
the food store is by a lobby either end
with the prime entrance located on
the High Street in a courtyard adjacent
to a simple three storey brick mass.
This mannered architecture gives
way to a stripped and more rationale
expression of geometric volumes and
well proportioned openings. While much
of the external area is a retail car park a
new public realm design by Schoenaich
will define the new pedestrian routes and
amenity areas.

CLIENT
St James Group Ltd
QUANTUM
438 residential units, 3250 m sq Food, Retail
PROJECT STATUS
On Site / Construction
TEAM
Structure Engineer: PTA
M&E: Hoare Lea
Transport: WSP Group
Contractor: St James (North London)
Cost Consultant: N/A (St James in-house)

Facade and Residential entrance to High Street
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ROMAN
HOUSE
CITY OF LONDON

Roman House, on Fore Street and London Wall, is a residential
refurbishment of one of The City’s first post-war office
buildings, on the site of the first bomb to land in London
during WWII, Roman House was part of the original Barbican
masterplan and therefore an ideal location for a residential
building in The City.
The site is sandwiched between a
fragment of Roman Wall, which now
encloses a modern sunken garden,
and the Barbican. GRID undertook
both office and residential layouts to
test viability and worked with complex
daylight/sunlight issues and the Barbican
Residents to reach the solution

Lightweight roof additions are added in a
similar but restrained palette of anodised
aluminium and stone with some larger
roof terraces. An existing basement is
reused for car parking and plant. The
application was lodged for planning
consent in April 2011 and consented
later in that year. The project was
completed in 2014.

Set within a retained concrete frame clad
in portland stone, a cassette cladding
module contains all the requirements
(windows, doors, balconies, vents)
needed by the modern apartment. The
large glazed boxes also allow fine views
over the City and the gardens adjacent.

CLIENT
Berkeley Homes
QUANTUM
66 Apartments
PROJECT STATUS
Complete
TEAM
Structural Engineer: URS
M&E: URS
Transport: URS
Planning Consultant: Rolfe Judd Planning
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THE
RESIDENCE
WANDSWORTH, LONDON

Set within the Vauxhall Nine Elms Opportunity Area, 40-42
Ponton Road, former industrial land that once contained a
train station, was an invited competition winning scheme for
the development of 300 private residential apartments.
GRID was appointed to design the eastern parcel of the site area and Maccreanor
Lavington the western parcel. An understanding of the overriding design principles
of the adjacent Allies and Morrison Nine Elms masterplan was essential in driving
the built form and architectural treatment. A key principle for the development is to
provide active frontages on all sides to create vibrant streets and promote high quality
public realm- even to the railway viaduct. The residential accommodation above
ground floor level is located round a raised courtyard and maximises river views and
views across the new linear park and new American Embassy.

t

The massing composition of the east parcel is a low horizontal block wrapping round
a taller slab block. While the architectural language is the same across the contrasting
masses the materials are brick but with highlights of brightly coloured glazed tiles.
GRID is also responsible for interior design and has been appointed to construct both
buildings on site for private residential, PRS, affordable housing and retail uses.

CLIENT
Bellway Homes
QUANTUM
425 Apartments
PROJECT STATUS
On Site
TEAM
Structure Engineer: PTA
M&E: White Associates
Transport: N/A
Contractor: Bellway Homes Ltd Thames Gateway
Cost Consultant: Bellway Homes Ltd Thames
Gateway
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The Porton Road public realm enhancements
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MARINE
WHARF
LEWISHAM, LONDON

Marine Wharf is one of six development sites on the former
Grand Surrey Canal, to the north of the Pepys Estate. GRID
was commissioned by Berkeley Homes & Prupim, to develop
a 7.3 hectares masterplan with Lewisham Council that would
establish an overall vision for the regeneration of the area. The
canal and wharves were decommissioned in the 1970s and the
residual industrial uses created an impenetrable and chaotic
street pattern.
The historic pattern of Surrey London wharves was of a grand scale especially after
the arrival of vast railway infrastructure. When land was reconstructed after the war
and aggregated sites fenced off, there was no logical pattern of movement and the
result was chaotic and illegible. The aspirations was therefore to find a new street
pattern that created a new quarter for living and working. Using the route of the
Grand Surrey Canal, which was decommissioned in 1970s, the masterplan sought to
provide a new north - south connection as a new linear park. Surrey Wharves then
becomes the midpoint interchange for surrounding land parcels with the intent of
providing a catalyst for investment and regeneration in the area. A strong framework
established other key east - west routes, identified a commercial centre to create
a critical mass of activity at the head of the park, and provided parameters for the
typology and heights of buildings across the site.
The 2.8 hectare Marine Wharf is the key site within the masterplan for which GRID
submitted a detailed planning application that included 532 dwellings, an Extra
Care centre, and 4,000 sqm of commercial space to create a vibrant residential and
business district. Perimeter blocks with ground level podium plantrooms, parking and
duplexes is the general typology. Construction has proceeded for three years and
work on the final phases is just commencing. The final cladding materials are brick
and cor - ten to give an aesthetic that has memories of the former industrial nature of
the site.

CLIENT
St. Edward Homes
QUANTUM
650 dwellings
PROJECT STATUS
On site
TEAM
Structure Engineer: WSP
M&E: Meinhardt
Transport: Savill Bird & Axon
Planning Consultant: Indigo
Landscape: Fabrik
Contractor: St Edwards
Cost: Turner and Townsend
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WOOD WHARF
TOWER HAMLETS, LONDON

Named after the architects - “The GRID Building” is a mixeduse 35 storey, Private Rental Sector building that sits within
the rapidly developing masterplan of the new Wood Wharf
quarter, east of London’s Canary Wharf. The composition
is dictated by the masterplan with retail at ground floor,
residential amenity on the podium and repeat floors of
residential above.
The apartment arrangements
(confidential) are located round a
central core and with balconies to the
east and west facades, expressed
as a continuous ribbon providing
an architectural motif to the sides
of an otherwise simple block. GRID
developed the plan and composition
as an aluminium and glass tower sitting
on a heavy stone plinth, similar to the
composition of towers lining the northern
boundary of the waterside park in the
masterplan. The south and north façades
share a simple fenestration pattern
that maximises views to the south and
daylight to the north. But within this
fiercely efficient plan and form there is
a stepping of the roof scape to express
three shear walls of anodised aluminium

and house the roof top plant room.
The construction principles have been
thoroughly developed with engineers
and contractors who specialise in high
buildings throughout the world.
The podium plans contain many amenity
uses like club rooms and a gym. The
podium garden houses sitting areas
looking south over the basin and new
waterside park. Above the podium
and large family units close to the park
shops for ease of movement with
young families. The interior and garden
spaces are linked by a linear double
height entrance that links the entrance
to the linear park and contains access
to all cores, basements and concierge
facilities. Construction starts in 2016.

CLIENT
Canary Wharf Group
QUANTUM
290 Apartments, Retail
PROJECT STATUS
On Site
TEAM
Structure Engineer: Thornton Tomasetti
M&E: Troup Bywaters & Anders
Transport: Steer Davies Gleave
Contractor: Canary Wharf Group
Cost Consultant: Gleeds

CGI: Uniform
Internal View and View from Street
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HORSEFERRY
ROAD
WESTMINSTER, LONDON

The former Westminster Magistrates’ Court had a controversial
planning history when the opportunity was brought to GRID.
The poor quality consent was scheduled to be built with minor
changes until we promoted to the developer that a new design
would create much higher values. The design and architectural
improvements were such that the equivalent of an extra three
storeys of mass were consented. The proposal also had new
layouts that achieved better and more efficient layouts, and
a strong entrance sequence that capitalised on the views to
the park and to the east over Westminster Palace. The newly
completed project has sold for record values in Victoria and is
the centre point of further developments in the area.

Horseferry Road, Rear Facade

CLIENT		
Barratt Homes West London
QUANTUM
129 Apartments
PROJECT STATUS
Complete
TEAM
Structure Engineer: Robert West
M&E: Whitecode Design Associates
Transport: WSP group
Delivery Architect: HLM

Photography By Morley von Sternberg
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SOUTHBANK
PLACE
LAMBETH, LONDON

This project was won as part of an invited, international design
competition for the city block known as the Shell Centre on
London’s cultural Southbank. GRID was selected for a 21 and
11 storey building, directly behind the famous London Eye,
which forms the first phase of the 7 building development.
The design parameters for the buildings
were established by the masterplanner
and developed by the architects. The
scale, proportions and materials of the
facades have been developed so that
they have a dialogue with the other
buildings in the masterplan, but with their
own distinct identity. The GRID design
is inspired by the site’s history as the
location for the 1951 Festival of Britain.
The festival star motif, designed as a
banner by Abram Games, is abstracted
into the cladding panel design as a 3D
form. The panels are either perforated
to be translucent, in front of windows,
or embossed as solid rainscreen panels.
Elsewhere the motif appears as a sun
shielding pergola to the penthouse
apartments and as a pattern for the front
door.

The ground floor and uses and activities
are an important part of the overall
proposal for the site. A large restaurant
has been designed within a colonnade
to the river side and is on axis with
the London Eye. The design was well
received by the local planning authority,
GLA and key stakeholders and was
consented in 2013. GRID is responsible
for all aspects of the design from stone
detailing, development of the metal
panels and detailed floor plans. The
overall Shell complex redevelopment
starts on site in 2016.

CLIENT
Qatari Diar/Canary Wharf Group
QUANTUM
97 Flats, 3 Retail
PROJECT STATUS
On Site
TEAM
Structural Engineer: WSP
M&E: Hoare Lea
Transport: Steer Davies Gleave
Contractor (Construction Manager): Canary Wharf
Contractors
Cost Consultant: Canary Wharf Contractors

View from the embankment

CGI: Miller Hare
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Above : Southbank Place
Penthouse View: GRID Architects

Left : The Abram Games Festival of Britain banner
showing the direct influence on the panel designs
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INDESCON
COURT
TOWER HAMLETS, LONDON
Tower Hamlets regeneration masterplan
for The Millennium Quarter, in the Isle
of Dogs just south of Canary Wharf,
containing public spaces, new strategic
routes and mixed-use development
plots. Indescon court was one such plot
designed and built by GRID’s architects
before the practice was formed.
Phase 1 contained mixed tenure
residential and a new public garden,
and Phase 2 is an exemplar high density
solution with mixed tenure, retail, a
hotel and a new public piazza. Within
the gardens sit two ‘floating’ apartment
blocks; the Pebble ( left ) and the
Rotunda. Their rounded corners and
stratified cladding contrasts with the other
terrace forms that enclose the gardens.

CLIENT
Oracle Homes & Galliard Homes
QUANTUM
364 apartments, retail space
PROJECT STATUS
Complete
TEAM
Structural Engineer: Walsh
M&E: Cameron Taylor
Transport: Capita Symonds
Planning Consultant: Signet / RPS
Landscape: Fabrik
Contractor: O’Shea
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50 MARSH WALL
TOWER HAMLETS, LONDON

A mixed use tower for an Asian developer
and hotel operator for hotel, apart hotel,
leisure and residential accommodation.
This essay in simple cluster plan has the
lower accommodation as hotel, then
apart hotel and then residential above.
Structural challenges included a high level
swimming pool and the wind turbulence
caused by adjoining towers.
The multiple core arrangement was
efficiently designed to provide a strong
base for the more slender slab. The top
floors were allocated to public use, roof
top leisure and a restaurant looking back
towards Canary Wharf. The cladding
is mostly solid to north and south,
for environmental reasons, with open
balconies to the east wand west.
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Emerald Gardens Courtyard
Summer 2015
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DRISCOLL
HOUSE
ELEPHANT & CASTLE, LONDON
Built in 1913 as a Women’s Lodging
House, Driscoll House was listed Grade
II for its special historic interest rather
than the quality of the building itself .
GRID developed a residential scheme
with a glass-topped atrium in the existing
courtyard; ensuring that the fabric of the
existing building is preserved and solving
access issues by incorporating all vertical
and horizontal circulation. A brass-clad
‘box’, housing ten unique apartments
and designed to float between the two
brickwork wings, encloses the atrium
and contrasts the old and the new.
Driscoll House is a good example of how
inventive preservation creates solutions to
enhance both the old fabric and the new
accommodation. A new floor on the roof
was also consented in a similar style to
the box and the ground floor was opened
up to accommodate new level access
and stairs to the lower ground floor, the
base of the atrium and courtyard garden.

CLIENT
Oracle Homes
QUANTUM
6,000 m sq
PROJECT STATUS
Consented
TEAM
Structural Engineer: Blyth and Blyth
Planning Consultant: Roger Heffer
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REGIONAL HQ
HUYTON, MERSEYSIDE

A competition for a Government
department HQ in the North West of
England. The building type was not new
for us, having completed similar projects
in Tunbridge, Thames Valley Park and
Weybridge. The plan solution is the so
called North European office building - a
series of simple office floor plates joined
by shared courts and internal streets. This
typology, developed by Scandinavian and
German architects, is an admission of the
social and lifestyle aspects of the work
environment.
A series of self-contained office buildings
are linked by an internal street with
cafes, a small convenience store and
private delivery facilities for groceries
and online shopping. The street creates
opportunities for meetings, eating or
leisure activities. This type of office plan is
both energy efficient, space efficient and
a highly effective work environment where
knowledge and ideas are shared.

CLIENT
Braidwater
QUANTUM
40,000 sqm B1
PROJECT STATUS
Feasibility

Left : The Abram Games Festival of Britain
banner showing the direct influence on the
panel designs
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190 STRAND
WESTMINSTER, LONDON

Like many commissions this project was won in competition
with some of London’s most established practices. The site
was occupied by an oppressive, high concrete slab block
and its removal was an opportunity to positively contribute to
the Conservation Area and the immediately adjacent Grade
1 Listed St Clements Dane Church and The Royal Courts of
Justice.
The development is comprised of a
series of urban blocks arranged around
two courtyards and connected by an
internal colonnade. The architecture
to Strand and Arundel Street was
developed through a reading of the
Beaux Arts and English Baroque
buildings of Aldwych and Kingsway. A
layered façade of stone, metalwork and
glass are counterpoint with laser cut
metal filigree balustrades. The filigree is
also used to create the ‘mansard’ roof
form, providing a veil to the residential
terraces behind.

The proposal controversially removes an
entire street that divides the site whilst
widening and enhancing the adjacent
historic Tweezers Alley. The urban form
is strengthened with facades tight to the
back of pavement, active frontages and
single surfaced roads to allow better
access to local pubs and cafes in the
narrow streets to Temple. Underpinning
the accommodation is a 4 storey
basement including a leisure facility,
business centre and energy centre.

CLIENT		
St Edwards Homes
QUANTUM
200 apartments, Retail 380 sqm,
Leisure 1200 sqm
PROJECT STATUS
Complete
TEAM
Structural Engineer: Robert Bird Group
M&E: MLM
Transport: WSP
Planning Consultant: Turley

CGI: Atelier, Helsinki
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Top: View from Milford Lane
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WESTBOURNE
PARK CHURCH
WESTMINSTER, LONDON

This rare project for a new
church in Westminster
was intended to serve four
growing congregations. The
challenge was not just the
worship and administration
space but the many other
uses within the built form
including a children’s library,
private living accommodation
and a community centre.
The site is within a Conservation Area
and houses a small post-war, single
storey church. The irregular land use in a
residential area is historic as there was a
Victorian Gothic church on the site prior
to the war, to which this design refers in
both its size and form. The organic form
is also partly due to the rights to light
restrictions and the wish for a complex
multi-use building to still reference the
churches leadership, both within the
local community and as the catalyst for
development.
The architecture looks to the gothic
perpendicular and pipe organ for
iconography. The surface material of
highly glazed, concave terracotta panels
both support that and capitalise on the
sharp evening and morning light crossing
the principle facades. Accents of
anodised aluminium to the terracotta and
dark brick to the rear and side facades
will also reflect with the light.
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MASTERPLANNING
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Why Masterplan?

Our Approach to Masterplanning
“We craft out buildings
as a response to the
city and create parts of
cities with well-crafted
buildings’’
There is a need to avoid repeating
the mistakes that have been made in
urban planning in the last century.
Looking at buildings in isolation or
imposing grand schemes without
a more global understanding of
the context, has led to damaged
urban fabric and confusing and
meaningless architecture.
As architects we analyse the wider
context, well beyond the confines
of the subject area, and use the
findings to generate mass, scale,
form, material and proportions of
a new intervention. Likewise in
masterplanning, our analysis and
understanding of a place uses the
information to regenerate or extend,
like using DNA of the place to
stimulate growth.

Scale

Scope

Typologies

Masterplanning projects are either
at a strategic or a detailed level.
Strategic masterplans look at the big
picture. The strategic masterplans
are concerned with the influences
and opportunities beyond the site,
and how it relates to the wider
environment at either a local,
regional or even national scale.
Detailed masterplans often follow
on from, and are led by, an existing
strategic vision or they commence
by understanding the larger context
and the potential for connections. At
this scale we use our understanding
of building in typologies and both
their spatial and commercial
imperatives.

The role of the masterplan is to
provide leadership for regeneration
or transformational change. The
masterplan guides future work so
by its nature should be future proof
- allowing change and flexibility for
generations. We always start by
detailed analysis of the physical
environment; movement, access,
, transport, uses etc and the
aspirations and history. We also
understand the brief and what
accommodation would be needed.
The output of a masterplanners
work is document and framework
drawings – the latter being a distilled
visual description of aspects that
are needed and important to the
masterplan vision and could contain,
spatial framework, movement,
framework, uses and height and
even cultural proposals. Urban
design itself can be a framework
and can be accompanied by a set of
design codes.

While masterplanners can leave
after agreeing frameworks and as
strategies they may also provide
Design Codes. The most important
part of these documents is the
typologies whether they be urban
typologies; the tpe pf place and
spaces that meet the demands
of the masterplan, or building
typologies – the disposition of uses,
spaces and trealatiobnships of a
building. Indeed the latter is often
referred to as the masterplan of the
building. As architects we make sure
our typologies are workable, efficient
and flexible, as our masterplans
may be adopted by other design
teams. Obviously commerciality, an
understanding of building types and
what they need ( like footprint, sizes,
floor plate depth of form ) but they
must always be flexible as they is
not better step for sustainability and
longevity that flexibility.

“We approach
masterplanning from the
understanding and use of
‘urban design’ rather than
townscape, which is just
what one sees.’’

We unlock the potential from the
context and the aspirations from the
requirements.

Surrey Wharves masterplan ( right )
looked at the wider context of land that
surrounded a key site for development.
The framework sought to overcome
the ad hoc former industrial sprawling
sites by creating a framework of
movements, access, open space and
frontages; allowing us to progress a
detailed masterplan for our clients and
informing the adjoining land owners on
the aspirations of the Local Authority.
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OVAL
GASWORKS
OVAL STATION

‘’Repairing the
damage caused by
historic industrial
sites with a new,
vibrant urban
quarter’’
Oval Masterplan is a mixed
use development on the
iconic Oval Gasworks site,
adjacent to the Oval cricket
ground in Lambeth. The site
is currently designated as
a Key Industrial Business
Area. GRID has developed
a masterplan with the
local authority which will
act as the basis for the
site being re-designated
for employment, retail and
residential uses. Extensive
analysis of the area and
consultation with adjoining
land interests has been
essential to optimise all
development opportunities
and creating new
connections, public realm
and a spatial framework.
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LONDON
DOCK
TOWER HAMLETS, LONDON

‘’Invoking the
character of London
great historic
docks.’’
This masterplan competition
turns a derelict docklands
site into a new urban
quarter with offices,
residential and hotels.
GRID’s masterplan retained
the historic Rum Warehouse
with increased mass to
accommodate a hotel
and museum, while the
remainder of the site is
flooded to replicate the
former dock. New urban
blocks, with an architecture
of variable massing,
materials and compositions,
float on platform gardens
terminated by taller
buildings at each end.
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LANGLEY
PARK
CHIPPENHAM, WILTSHIRE

Where new development
sites are in close proximity
to existing urban fabric, the
masterplanner must first of
all understand the context
if a sensitive response is to
be reached. The pattern
of existing townscape is
extended, with a blurring
of the boundary between
old and new, so that the
new neighbourhood can
be fully assimilated. Whilst
the architecture had to
reflect the scale of the
local vernacular the higher
densities required new
typologies to deal with site
level changes and single
aspect dwellings. The new
food store is treated as a
more civic frontage.

‘’Repairing the
urban fabric using
the patterns of
the context - and
blurring the edges’’
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NORTHERN
GATEWAY
DARTFORD, KENT

‘’A Hill Town in
Kent’’
GRID designed the 40 acre
former Glaxo Smith Kline
works in Dartford, Kent, as
a steeply sloping hill town
extension. The complex
site and the housing
density promoted by the
local authority was always
a challenge while working
within the requirements of
the Kent Design Guide.
Levels were creatively used
to hide cars under decks
and new typologies allowed
higher density houses. The
Mill Pond will becomes
the entrance and the
employment hub.
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SCOTTS QUAY
WIRRAL, LIVERPOOL

A new destination
on the Mersey
GRID provided detailed
masterplanning and
building typologies for a
strategic masterplan by a
large UK planning practice.
The location, across the
Mersey from Liverpool,
provided both the visual and
environmental backdrop
for the project. New
aspirational uses included
a science museum, open
air concert hall, hotels, a
biodome and hi-tech startup spaces and high density
housing. As well as creating
a new riverside walkway the
site sits next to one of the
largest Conservation Areas
in the UK. A strong urban
grid gives way to eroded
estuarine forms and organic
multi-levelled landscape.
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LANDATA
HOUSE
HOOK, HAMPSHIRE

‘’A careful
conversion from
employment land to
carefully considered
residential
environment’’
This former employment site
in Hampshire lies in an area
of diverse land use activities
at the edge of a village. The
approach was to create a
village extension that would
breathe new life into an
under used but prominent
site. Using the perimeter
form and denser typologies
to capitalise on the levels
of the site, a strong village
streetscape is backed up
with mews houses, split
level houses and small
apartment blocks.
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INTERIORS

in

side

GRIDinside is the interior department of
GRID architects.
Evolving from residential specialists in
GRIDarchitects who have always had the
ability to produce great floor plans and
the technical and production capacity to
deliver big, complex developments. What
has been added is full interior design
capabilities which includes design,
furniture, specifications and dressing.
We have in-depth market knowledge
including cultural expectations, levels
of specifications, lighting, expertise in
finishes, products and appliances, costs
and sales requirements. In apartment
planning there is always an appropriate
approach with a hierarchy of rooms,
proportionality of provisions ( like
kitchen capacity ) and a logical layout
that covers all the different aspect to
accommodate the occupants life style
- at various times of the day and at
different stages of their life. This approach
gives better solution and adds value.
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Interiors

Our approach to Interiors
There are many architects who
build residential buildings – but very
few who are residential architects;
those who apply all their energies,
expertise and resources to attain a
high level of expertise. As interior
architects our prime role is usually
is to lead all interior aspects of the
project;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop the ‘product’ - what
type of apartments are
required?
Develop layouts to find value
Fix demise walls
Develop core arrangement
including services, structure,
lifts, access
Design all kitchens and
bathrooms
Interface and develop external
wall junction and balconies
Develop specification for
appliances, finishes and
services
Develop interior details
Coordinate services and
structure
Liaise and develop acoustic
design in walls, floors, façade
and ceilings

Typologies

View Analysis

Entrance Sequence

The design of floor plans can take
another form if done at an early
stage to inform the overall form
of the building or of buildings in a
masterplan. This output is called
‘typology’ and is a set of rules in plan
and section. While masterplanners
may leave the project after agreeing
frameworks and strategies, they may
also be appointed to provide Design
Codes. If typologies form part of
these documents it is important
for the subsequent architects that
they are correct and can inform
efficient, fitting and workable
buildings. Having these typologies
created by architects who are
highly experienced in the types of
buildings they refer to is essential for
a successful outcome.

It is always nice to have a view from
a building but in residential buildings
it is an intrinsic part of achieving
better experiences for the occupant
and higher values. We start in all
project by mapping where the
project is an looking at a 3D map.
This must include known landmarks,
like iconic buildings , a river,
cathedrals etc. Views these events
can be gauged from the levels of
the proposed developments and the
views can be designed into living
spaces and terraces. In very high
value projects the response to the
views means that floor plan may
vary at each level and allowances
should be made for this in core and
services design.

The entrance sequence is crucial
to a successful development. It is
often said that a dwellings starts
at the front door but in reality the
perception of the development starts
on arrival in the area. That may direct
where the front door is located. The
door is the start of the 6 Steps of
Luxury; a sequence of events that is
experienced from front door to the
view. Arrival – the front door of the
development. Procession – once
through the door the journey to the
lift or lobby. The access – the mode
of moving to the private entrance.
The entrance is a statement of
welcome and security. The Space
- the arrival area which is impressive
to guests or the heart of the home.
The view - may be of a skyline of a
garden.
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The Residence
Wandsworth, London

The Residence, located in London’s newest
urban quarter Nine Elms, is a development
based on a strong contextual narrative with
a unique interior design language.
The inspiration for the development focused
on the stages of a journey that a rail
passenger might have experienced when
the site was used as part of the London to
Brighton railway. This experience was then
translated to the modern day journey of a
resident entering the building and travelling
to their apartment. For example, it starts in
the entrance lobby ‘ticket hall’, then passes
through the corridors or ‘platforms’ and
finally enters the apartment or ‘carriage’.
The development is comprised of four
blocks and is situated around a raised
podium garden. Each block is entered
via a secondary lobby or via the primary
lobby located on the corner of the site. The
primary ‘super’ lobby houses a 24 hour
concierge service, as well as a private dining
room/meeting space, media room, and gym
making The Residence more than just a
place to reside – it’s a place to live.
The approach to the interior architecture and
design is driven by the narrative, materials
and a feeling of quiet sophistication amongst
the vibrancy of the new quarter. The result
is a cohesive and robust interior scheme
with seamless detailing between the interior
and exterior. This view on detailing and our
thoughtful approach to the overall product
ultimately makes The Residence a desirable
new address.
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190 Strand
Westminster, London

This competition winning commission is the
biggest, most complex and encompassing
we have undertaken. Working with two
design team, many designers and the
marketing team, GRID has undertaken
planning, design, delivery and interior
architecture. We have also designed and
delivered the basement leisure suite and
pool and the marketing suite and show
flats including the detail development of the
clients R&D installation.
With 200 apartments including duplexes and
personalised layouts, control of the layouts
involved coordination and development
of services and structure. With 6 blocks
round two courtyards delivered over 6 years
there is a natural progression of details and
finishes. 4 basement levels include leisure,
car parking, lobbies, a gymnasium and a
spa. The interior design is by CID and detail
development is by GRID.
Key to the layout of the scheme is the
internal colonnade which unites the
entrances, all the cores and the courtyards.
While there are several areas of access the
main door is more hotel-like with a concierge
as a focal point of movement and security.
The first two phases utilise a combination of
Moleanos, Crema Marfil and Lipica Fiorito
stones on the floor and walls to hallways
and bathrooms to compliment the external
Portland stone palette. Joinery is finished
in smoked chestnut veneer with polished
chrome trims and ironmongery, and the
timber floors are smoked oak bonded in
a chevron pattern. Phases three and four
adopt a lighter palette for the joinery and
floors and replacing stone with porcelains to
some areas.
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Montrose Place
Westminster, London

This represents the most complete work
undertaken by GRID’s architects. From
concept to delivery, every hinge, tap and
vent was considered, developed and
specified under a traditional form of contract.
Each of the 18 apartments was handed
over in a shell finish whose quality was so
considered that some occupants left them
as they were. Kitchen, bathrooms, floors,
doors and all services were fully detailed with
many new and unseen solutions debuting in
the London Market like; service lifts, caterers
accommodation, a new generation of refuse
chutes and staff accommodation. Even the
car park can accommodate the biggest limo
to the ground hugging exotic sports car.
The layouts have a clear hierarchy
and proportionality. Private and guest
accommodation is separated ( culturally
sensitive for some ) and the protocols of
access from the front door to the view into
the courtyard has been lauded by many
in the industry. Room dimensions and the
relationship of rooms was part of a long
dialogue which included Mary Fox Linton as
adviser in the emerging London market and
the lifestyle requirements of the time.
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Bishops Avenue

Ergon House

Barnet, London

Westminster, London

Based on a consent by local architects
we were asked to redesign all the floor
plans to meet the increases demands of
apartment buyers in Bishops Avenue with
large apartments and duplexes round a
new courtyard garden. A separate leisure
pavilion , partially underground, opened to
a courtyard designed by Randle Siddeley.
FoxLinton dressed the show flat.

As part of a larger complex of buildings,
a new atrium reception is proposed in the
listed embankment House. The existing
building was badly refurbished in the 1980s
in a style that hide the historic interest of
the grand, Edwardian architecture. A simple
reinstatement of older panelling and motifs
brings back the meaning of the original
building in a new way.

Avenue Road

Brussels Spa

Camden, London

Brussels

As part of a series of Private Rental Sector
buildings GRIDinside developed entrance
hall and concierge designs as part of
the overall building design and planning
application. We were also responsible
for technical development of the owners
brand manual and finishes palette to
ensure compliance with best practice and
regulations.

With knowledge based on several sports
and tennis centres ( including AELTC )
this site in suburban wood in Brussels
accommodated a tennis centre, gym, spa
and a clubhouse for local residents. The
resulting pavilion houses private areas in
a retaining structure with the more social
spaces and access to the tennis courts at
the second level.
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Green Street

Ergon House

Westminster, London

Westminster, London

46 Green Street was one of the early
central London, luxury developments of
this market cycle. As wealthy, international
buyers became more numerous and more
knowledgeable, so the product had to be
more informed to satisfy their demands. The
three apartments and three duplexes were
designed within the Edwardian structure.
This was one of the earliest developments to
have underfloor heating and comfort cooling.

As part of a larger complex of buildings,
a new atrium reception is proposed in the
listed embankment House. The existing
building was badly refurbished in the 1980s
in a style that hide the historic interest of
the grand, Edwardian architecture. A simple
reinstatement of older panelling and motifs
brings back the meaning of the original
building in a new way.
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